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@PhDSimulator | Activity Sample #2 

Playing, Reading, and Composing in Twine 

Overview:  

This assignment/activity works well in any class that asks students to engage with media 

objects. This particular assignment was adapted from a graduate seminar in participatory media 

for an undergraduate class. The assignment offers students the chance/challenge of creating a 

game through an open-source program called Twine. Students have complete control over the 

complexity or simplicity of their objects. 

 

Objective: 

Engage with an existing (or several) Twine games individually, in small groups, and as a whole 

class. This assignment can work for game courses (allows for a conversation about Twine and 

alternative game creation platforms and queer creators), writing courses (allows students to 

compose in a new genre and medium), rhetorically-driven discussions (allows students to 

discuss how Twine games both adhere to and depart from both video game conventions and 

literary fiction conventions). Students should play a specific game before attending class. This 

sample uses Porpentine’s With Those We Love Alive.1 If opting to do the 90-minute+ version of 

the assignment, ask students to download Twine before coming to class. 

 

Activity/Assignment Outline: 

This activity has a variety of possible applications and can be easily modified to suit other 

discussions or thematic units. As mentioned, this sample uses With Those We Love Alive. 

  

Before Class. This game is a horror interactive fiction text, which students should play before 

coming to class. As they play, they should document both their choices and their sigils to share 

during class in small groups or pairs.  

 

During Class. Students should first unpack some of their initial reactions to the game in small 

groups. Some initial questions include: (1) What ending did they get? (2) What did they craft for 

the monarch? (3) How did they make the monarch look? Terrifying? Regal? Disgusting? This 

activity can be modded to take anywhere from 20-75+ minutes.  

• 20-minute Version: After the initial discussion, use a secondary text (suggestion) and 

choose 2-3 key moments in the game to ask critical discussion questions. 

• 50-minute Version: After the initial discussion, play through the game as a class and 

make in-game choices democratically. Stop for critical discussion questions throughout. 

 
1 As a note, Porpentine’s With Those We Love Alive invites players to draw sigils on their skin if they choose, 
engage with audio if possible, and has creator-included content warnings for violence, self-harm, and abuse. As a 
result, students should have the option to choose another text to play. There are many, many Twine games, and 
students with experience playing these games or using the platform should have the opportunity to volunteer a 
game per instructor approval. Other options include Queers in Love at the End of the World, You Are Jeff Bezos, 
Cat Petting Simulator, Daymare #1: “Ritual,” and The Domovoi.  

http://slimedaughter.com/games/twine/wtwla/
https://twinery.org/
http://slimedaughter.com/games/twine/wtwla/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/23/magazine/twine-the-video-game-technology-for-all.html
http://slimedaughter.com/games/twine/wtwla/
https://w.itch.io/end-of-the-world
https://direkris.itch.io/you-are-jeff-bezos
https://neongrey.itch.io/pet-that-cat
https://philome.la/kittyhorrorshow/daymare-1-ritual/play/index.html
https://bravemule.itch.io/domovoi
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• 90-minute Version: After the initial discussion, play through key sections of the game 

and make in-game choices democratically, stopping for key questions throughout. 

Introduce the Twine platform as a space where writers can create interactive fiction 

games and invite them to create a simple story with only a handful of click-throughs. 

The story should have a beginning, middle, and end. Given time, ask students to share 

their experiences of creating a game after both individually and collaboratively playing a 

finished text. 

 

After Class. This assignment can scaffold toward a longer game design or composition project. 

Students can compose literature in the Twine platform, design interactive games, or simply 

learn how to revise their understanding of what a “word processor” can look like and do. 

 

Student Reception: 

While I have not had the opportunity to devote the necessary time to this assignment by 

discussing video games as media objects of study, discussing queer-identifying creators’ texts, 

or introducing a new composition platform like Twine, we discussed this idea at length in a 

seminar. Collaboratively, we explored how Twine would be a useful platform to include in 

composition, literature, and games courses. 


